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How to spend your 2/5 years as a master/PhD 
student

 If you are interested in an industry job
Accumulating necessary skills (Finance, CS)

 If you are interested in an academic job
 Reading/Thinking



A summary of my own research

Part 1. Existence of favoritism/corruption, its financial impact, and 
social impact

1. Profiting from government stakes (with C. Calomiris, R. Fisman, 
Journal of Financial Economics, 2010)

2. Corruption in Chinese privatizations (with R. Fisman, Journal of Law, 
Economics, and Organization, 2015)

3. Trading favors in Chinese business groups (with R. Fisman, AER 
P&P, 2010)

4. Coinsurance within business group (with N. Jia and J. Shi, 
Management Science, 2012)

5. The Dynamics of Political Enbeddedness in China (with H. 
Haveman, N. Jia and J. Shi, Administrative Science Quarterly, 2017)



A summary of my own research

Part 1. Existence of favoritism/corruption, its financial 
impact, and social impact

6. The mortality cost of political connections (with R. Fisman, 
Review of Economic Studies, 2015)

7. Social ties and favoritism in Chinese science (with R. Fisman, J. 
Shi and R. Xu, Journal of Political Economy, 2018)

8. Social Ties and the Selection of China's Political Elite (with R. 
Fisman, J. Shi and W. Wu, AER, R&R)



1. A summary of my research

Part 2. The impact of the state on the economy

 1. The discretionary effects of incentives in government (with R. 
Fisman, American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, 2017)

 2. Access to migration for rural households (with C. Kinnan and SY. 
Wang) (American Economic Journal: Applied Economics, 2018)

 3. Nationalism and economic exchange (with R. Fisman and Y. Hamao, 
Review of Financial Studies, 2014)



1. A summary of my research

Part 2. The impact of the state on the economy

 4. Land Misallocation, Property Rights and Agricultural Efficiency in 
China (with A.V. Chari, E. Liu and SY Wang， RES, R&R)

 5. Target Setting and Allocative Inefficiency in Lending: Evidence 
from Two Chinese Banks (with Y. Cao, R. Fisman and H. Lin,  NBER 
Working Paper, 2019)

 The Effect of Mandatory CSR Disclosure on Firm Profitability and 
Social Externalities: Evidence from China (with Y. Chen and M. 
Hung, 2018, Journal of Accounting and Economics)



Part 3. Behavioral Economics/Finance

 1. Something in the air: Pollution and the demand for health insurance 
(with T. Chang and W. Huang, RES, 2018)

 2. Air Pollution, Affect, and Forecasting Bias: Evidence from Chinese 
Financial Analysts (with R. Dong, R. Fisman and N. Xu), Forthcoming 
at Journal of Financial Economics)

 3. Superstition and Risk-taking: Evidence from “Zodiac Year” Investment 
in China (with R. Fisman, W.Huang and Y. Pan, Working Paper, 2019)

 Animal Spirits: Stock Market Volatility and Risk Aversion (with T. Chang 
and W. Huang), May 2019



A few questions to ask before starting any project

1. Why is it an important question?

2. How does it contribute to our understanding of the 
research field

3. Relatedly, how novel is this project?



The Mortality Costs of  Political Connections

Raymond Fisman, Boston University
Yongxiang Wang, Marshall School, USC
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Make slide black to start the classDo a brief personal introductionShow them that their assigned seating is with their Learning Teams – they probably already noticed.  Ask which students were economics majors—should see that they are evenly distributed around the roomOn with the show…



China’s production safety record

 Death rate among Chinese coal miners is 100 times 
higher than U.S. miners (per ton of coal extracted; 30 
times that of South African miners

 Similar issues in construction, chemical and other 
industries (International Labour Organization, 2012)

 This reflects wider problems of safety regulation 
compliance and enforcement (International Labour
Organization, 2012; Phillips, 2010)
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We need to develop a way to look at our costs so that we make the right decision for this month: Continue to produce or don’t.Economic cost-benefit analysis of each possible action, produce or not.Precisely one of these two actions gives us positive economic profit. Either supply or not.



On the mortality costs of connections

“Corruption is one major reason why accidents 
happen again and again…It is high time that we took a 
careful look at connections between local coal mine 
owners, local officials and the safety watchdog. These 
links have set up barriers against strict safety 
supervision.”

Li Yizhong, Minister of Production Safety, 2005
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Should note here that the basic principals we’ve gone thru are conceptual rather than formulaic, and stuff that we’ll apply again and again – starting, as you will see, in just a few minutes. But it is important to stress that overall this class is more conceptual that the others that started off the semester…



Political connections and worker mortality in China

 Are political ties broadly associated with more workplace 
deaths and less enforcement?

 What are the market and regulatory responses to worker 
deaths?

 Are the effects of connections limited by regulator incentives?
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Outline

 Background: On the costs and benefits of political connections

 Methodology and Data

 Results
 The mortality cost of connections
 Connection and enforcement
 Market and regulator reaction to worker deaths
 Preliminary results on regulatory reforms

 Further work-in-progress
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On the virtues of efficient corruption

"Yes, there was corruption. 
Yes, he gave favours to his family 
and his friends, But there was real 
growth and real progress. I think 
the people of Indonesia are lucky.”
(Lee Kwan Yew, 2008)
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Political Connections help get around regulation, but 
regulation has social benefits
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“Corruption fuels China mine 
disasters”

Lotus Riverside Shanghai 
collapse: Corruption in building 
codes



Are political connections associated with higher 
worker deaths?

 For company c in year y: 

Deathscy = α + β1*PoliticallyConnectedcy + Controls + εcy
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Requisite data

 Political connections

 Worker fatalities

 Safety Enforcement and Environmental Violations
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Measuring political connections

 Based on employment histories of corporate executives 
of publicly traded companies

 PoliticallyConnectioncy = 1 if “C-suite” executive at company 
c at the beginning of year y held a position of Mayor or 
Vice-Mayor, or equivalent grade.

 Data availability limits sample to publicly traded firms
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Note that the limit to publicly traded firms means you don’t capture a lot of the truly awful stuff that’s happened at small-ish orgs



Measuring worker deaths

 Primary sources:
 Company reports (CSR; annual; etc)
 State Administration of Work Safety (SAWS)
 Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development (for 

construction)

 Sample: 
 Industry-focus of SAWS: chemicals, coal and other mining, 

construction
 2008 – 2013, owing to new data disclosure requirements and 

punishment for non-disclosure
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Measuring worker deaths

 Deathscy = Total accidental deaths in year y

 I(Deathscy > 0) = 1 ↔ at least one death in year y

 Severe=I(Deathscy ≥ 3) = 1 ↔ at least major accident
in year y

 DeathRatecy = 1000*Deathscy / Employmentcy
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Measuring Enforcement/Violations

 SafetyViol=1 ↔ workplace safety violations investigated 
by the government
Data Source: Newspaper Searching

 Pollute=1 ↔ fined for environmental violations
Data source: A not-for-profit organization in Beijing which collected 

info from Ministry of Environmental Protection and its local branches.
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Final sample for main analysis

 Total firm-year observations: 1475

 Unique firms: 276

 Total worker deaths: 1332

 Accidents with identifiable date*: 284

 Deaths in these identifiable accidents: 1146
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Distribution of firms by industry

 Coal mining: 25
 Petroleum and gas extraction: 2
 Ferrous metals mining: 2
 Non-ferrous metals mining: 8
 Construction: 35
 Petroleum refining: 5
 Chemicals: 124
 Smelting ferrous metals: 34
 Smelting non-ferrous metals: 41
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Summary statistics: Connected VS Non-Connected
Sample: Full
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Summary statistics: Connected VS Non-Connected
Sample: Var(Connected)>0
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Death Rate at Connected VS Non-Connected Firms: By 
Industry

Sample: Var(Connected)>0
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Political connections and worker mortality

29
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Political connections and worker mortality



Political connections and Workplace Safety Violations
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Political connections and Environmental Violations
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Connection, Deaths and Performance: I
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Market response to worker deaths
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Connection, Deaths and Performance: II

35

Hiring a connected manager, in anticipation of  accidents, to deal with the mess?
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Connection, Deaths and Performance: III



“No safety, no promotion”
 Historically, the Chinese government has emphasized 

economic growth over other welfare inputs
 2004 – Central government assigns a “death ceilings” to 

each province
 In subsequent years, provinces have in turn provided 

their own incentives to local regulators
 H1: Safety incentives attenuate the willingness of 

regulators to overlook safety lapses, and hence reduce the 
relationship between connections and safety
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“No safety, no promotion” - implementation
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Regulator incentives and worker mortality
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Under-reporting of worker deaths 
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Under-reporting?
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Conclusions

43

 Regulations have benefits, political connection 
has social costs

 Results – at least at face value – are hard to 
reconcile with optimal development policy
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